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Women's Softball
See page 20
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Return

he return of UOP football?
TRENT ALLEN
pditor-in-Chief

|
On Friday the Football
|iew Committee made pubiree options for the return
|f football to Pacific. Each of
he three options presented
involves startup costs from
150,000 to $750,000, increased
•athletic opportunity for both
Imen and
women, and
eased scholarship costs.
Nearly three months after
receiving its directive from
[University President Donald
Rosa to examine football's
return, the committee released
Ian eight-page document detail
ing the three options and seek
ing public input. Each of the
choices would see the
University of the Pacific return
to football in the Division I-AA
category at one of three levels
involving different financial
costs.
Option A. which places the
football program at a nonscholarship level, involves an
approximate $250,000 start-up
cost over a two-year period.
Title IX, rules, the balance of
athletic opportunities between
men and women must be pro
portionate to their level of
enrollment. Approximately 85
new women's athletic oppor
tunities would be created in
existing female sports and with
the addition of a women's crew
team.
"I think the competition [for
women's athletics] will get bet
ter and that's good for sports,
period," said, a freshman soc
cer player.
"this option also calls for a
$590,000 annual increase by the
University to the Athletic
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Students
react to
reopening
elections
<RISTEN HUTMACHER

Will there ever be Tiger fans at the Ticket Boothe to buy 'Tiger Football' tickets?
Department's budget. This Department's budget is called
increase would be off-set by the for as well as the need for
projected revenue growth in $2,350,000 to be raised for
additional tuition, room, and scholarships based on 1999board of athletes. The only 2000 tuition rates. Only one pri
California university currently vate California university now
competing at this level is the participates at this level: St.
M a r y ' s
University of San
University,
Option
C
would
Diego.
with
fewer
Option B places see the University
than
30
schol
football's return at a
realize losses of arships
and
r level of less, inaniiie
than the
63
schoi$900,000
annually
csusanLuis
maximum
i .
_
.•
OVnicnn with
arships allowed in after accounting Obispo with
more than 50
Division
I-AA
for
increased
scholarships.
sports with an ini
of
tial start-up cost of tuition and room Neither
those
schools
$600,000 over a
and board
are affiliated
two-year period.
with a footrevenues.
There would be 85
—•—• ball confer
new athletic opportunities created for women in ence.
Option C would see foot
existing women's sports and
ball's
return with the maxi
by the creation of women's
mum
63
scholarships and an
crew and one additional sport.
initial
start-up
cost of $750,000
Additionally, 50 new scholar
over
two-years.
With 85 new
ships would be provided for
women's athletic opportunities
women.
An annual increase of being created, by the addition
$455,000 to the Athletic of women's crew and one other

sport, 80 new athletic scholarships would be added for
women.
An annual increase of
$470,000 to the athletic depart
ment's budget as well as $3.7
million in new scholarship
money would have to be
found. This option would see
the University realize losses of
$900,000
annually
after
accounting for increased
tuition and room and board
revenues. To cover each year's
loss, a permanent endowment
fund of approximately $16 mil
lion would be needed.
According
to
Ken
Beauchamp, committee chair,
"The University will not be
responsible for any funding
other than the yearly contribu
tion
to
the
Athletic
Department's budget."
That leaves the intial startup
costs of each plan and the $16
million endowment fund of
plan C up to private donations.
Each of the three options
See Football, page 5
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The article in The Pacificart
last week about the reopening
of the ASUOP presidential
elections has caused quite a
stir among students here at
JOP. Many students do not
agree that the elections
should have been reopened,
ill Sakaguchi, a sophomore,
said, "The reason why Dan
and Megan won is because
they got people to vote for
them. They were every
where. The only time I ever
saw Jason and Carrie was
when
Jason
came to
Southwest]
Community
Council and both were on
their fliers."
Terrie Trumbull, a junior,
speaking of the effort Dan
and Megan put into their
campaign, said, "Dan wore a
bright orange sandwich
board. If you're willing to
make that big an idiot of
yourself to win, you're work
ing hard because you want
the job."
Also
addressing
the
alleged poor voter turnout
was
sophomore
Chris
Townsend. He argued that "if
you've taken statistics, you
know that there were still
enough people that voted to
be representative of the popu
lation."
Rina
Moga
addressed the Senate's deci
sion as out of line. "The stu
dent body had its say in the
matter already, and the
Senate, as representatives,
have no right to go against
that. We had our cb nee to
have a say in the matter, and
whether we exercist
rat by
voting or not voting, it's
already a done deal.
Matt Thompson, in a letter

See Reaction, page 5
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Public Safety Report

College Headlines
'Operation Fakeout' will crack down on fake
Ids across Texas
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
City and state law enforcement officials say anyone
who owns a fake ID should think twice before using it in
coming months. "Operation Fakeout," the combined
effort of 18 law enforcement agencies, will continue to
conduct large-scale stings and educate bar employees
about counterfeit identification. The crackdown initiated
in February is only the first in a series of stings. On Feb.
12, 120 officers worked in conjunction with doormen at
every bar on 6th Street, double-checking questionable
identification, and 48 minors were arrested for using fake
IDs. The sting also netted at least three good leads for
large-scale counterfeit rings, said Secret Service Agent
David Wilkinson. TABC Captain David Ball, a leading
planner of Operation Fakeout, said the program will soon
become a state-wide operation. Starting in September, a
minimum of eight major operations per month are sched
uled in all major cities around the state. Between now and
then, he said, TABC will continue to conduct stings in
Travis County at areas such as 4th Street and Riverside
Drive, and possibly in San Marcos and Waco as well. "I
heard about the big bust," he said, "but I'm going to keep
usmg my ID because I'm pretty smart about it. They can't
keep 100 agents down there [on 6th Street] every night."
Star Wars serial ready to return to the
aters after 17 years
Daily Collegian (Pennsylvania State U.)
It's time. Almost. Time for millions of people across the
world to stand in line for hours on end to capture the one
thing they want the most — a ticket stub. Not just any
ticket stub, but one that has the words "Star Wars:
Episode I — The Phantom Menace" on it. On May 19 the
famous cinema epic will continue its big-screen story
telling. When the original "Star Wars" premiered in 1977,
it was a new type of film, a space opera, veering away
rom personal stories and acting, emphasizing special
effects and crazy-fast action instead. However, from the
trailers alone, it is no doubt technology involved in film
ing the original will pale in comparison to "Episode I"
The new film's budget was around $115 million, mostly
invested m computer-generated special effects, courtesy
CaS' comPany- Industrial Light and Magic.
n\,
uge
ILM is the creator of the villains in "Jurassic Park."
The Phantom Menace" boasts many recognizable
faces, such as Liam Neeson, Samuel L. Jackson and even
nampJn
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April 8, 1998 - April 75, 1998
PREPARED BY JERRY L. HOUSTON

When?

Sta" 'hanki"S his

Loss

When

THEFT
Library
Lot #7{behind fraternities)
Lot #25{by levee near Stagg Way)
VANDALISM
[< f ,>V,- ||||||
AKL Fraternity

Apr 10
Apr 13
Apr 13

Bpok
* Attempt auto theft
Auto theft

-&.J
Apr 9

AKL bench broken

Apr 12
Apr 12

CD player, cards + misc.
Bicycle from vehicle

Apr 9
Apr 9
Apr 10
Apr 10

DUI driver arrested
Battery
DlH driver arrested
Trespass ,
,

BURGLARY
Lot #7(behind fraternities)
Lot #6(near Carter House)

MISCELLANEOUS
Pacific Ave & Stadium Dr.
Archania Fraternity
President's Drive
Alpha Phi Sorority

DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 138 hours of foot patrol, found
53 open windows/doors, provided 12 escorts, assisted 7 stranded motorists, contacted 26
suspicious persons and contacted one individual with an open container of alcohol.
If you have any inquiries about any of the information provided i n this report, you are
; ^couraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or
extension 2o37 from campus phones. You may also call anonymously to report any suspi
cious circumstances or persons.
"
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FOR YOU1!

against a worldwide plasma shortage,
Alpha Therapeutic in Stockton is here to meet the
demand. Your lifesaving blood plasma can
ensure that products are available to hospitals and
medical facilities around the world. By donating
with Alpha, you can help save the lives of
many while you earn up to $145.00/month
o n n o r e by using our buddy referral system.

3 famous Jedi Master
b0th Jedi Knight Ben

Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan McGregor) and youne Anakin
Skywalker (Jake Lloyd). Samuel L. Jackson will be anoth
er Jedi Master and has scenes with Yoda. George Lucas
has been extremely careful in not revealing his new
work s story line — and for good reason. The Internet has
^ .OI!e a favonte locale for fanatics to trade tidbits, facts
and theories pertaining to the plot. Lucas himself has
perused these sites and has said that until recently, almost
2W completely incorrect. Even the most modthan $1hnr eStl™tes Predict giohal ticket sales of more

The pAnnr

V. O K U S T Z C K E t
(You must qualify to donate.)
Alpha Therapeutic
Donation Center
429 E. March Ln. #F
Stockton, CA 9 5 2 0 4
(209) 477-fffi3?

p J3sma

Center Hours:
Mon-Fri 8 : 0 0 - 4:00
S a t 9:00 - 3 : 0 0

New Donors Accepte
IVion-Fri 8 : 0 0 - 3 : 0
S a t 9 : 0 0 - 2 :00
a l l o w 2 1/2 h o u i "
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ASUOP constitutional controversy arises again
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer
In the 1997-98 school year,
the ASUOP bylaws committee
drafted a set of bylaws to even
tually become the constitution.
Next week, students will vote
on this constitution, except
that the chair of the bylaws
committee last year and for
mer Attorney General, Krista
Dunzweiler, has since request
ed that her name and the
names of her committee be
removed.
Dunzweiler, now a gradu
ate student and T.A., has
requested the removal of her
name after being unsatisfied
with the changes in organiza
tion and content of the newly
drafted constitution this year.
In an
interview
with
Dunzweiler, her first comment
upon seeing the latest draft of
the constitution was "what the
hell?"
Dunzweiler was perturbed
by the new organization of the
document. In the bylaws draft
ed last year, there were 20 arti
cles. In the new constitution
going to vote, there are only

nme.
It was pointed out by the
former Attorney General that
with the condensed articles,
there were more subsections
for each one.
Dunzweiler's gravest con
cern was the removal of the
Attorney General position.
Without the Attorney General,
Dunzweiler said that "there is
no one there to ensure the
rules are being followed," she
followed up with the state
ment that "this breeds corrup
tion."
In response to this, ASUOP
vice-president Dare King said
"I am 99 percent sure there will
be an Attorney General or
Parliamentarian next year,
they just are not constitutional
ly empowered." King went on
to state that "the vice-presi
dent is not constitutionally
empowered, but I am still up
here doing my job."
In actuality, the vice-presi
dent
is
constitutionally
empowered, in both the older
version of the constitution, and
the newer one to be voted on
next week. Among the powers
of the vice-president are those

of chairing and acting as a vot
ing member of the senate.
Another concern expressed
about the new constitution has
been the lack of a judiciary
board present in the past.
Recent history has seen the
absence and non-use of the
judiciary board.
ASUOP President Russell
Marzette feels the judiciary

board is more important than
the Attorney General position.
"The judiciary board is an
important element... that I
think needs to be reinstated
constitutionally at a later
date."
In response to Dunzweiler's
request to remove her commit
tee's name, King said "we
would remove anyone's name

who wanted to be removed,
but we would not remove the
entire committee's name."
Changes were made to the
constitution the first time
Dunzweiler asked for the
removal of her name, but these
were insufficient according to
Dunzweiler, whose name is
still on the list of authors with
out her consent.

Summary of points made

Criticisms

Responses

X No attorney general would
allow the government to run
unchecked, heedless of law or
constitutional violations

*/ There will be an Attorney
General next year, they just are
not constitutionally empowered.

X

• The Judicial branch has never
Having no judicial branch
would mean that even if officers been filled or used by ASUOP
since ASUOP's creation in 1971.
or the senate are abusing their
priveleges, there is no group they
would answer to.
/The President appoints the
impeachment hearing chairper
son. If the President is being
impeached, this would be a con
flict of interest.

There is a section dealing with
conflict of interests, and in this
case the senate would appoint the
chairperson.

UOP student sings UOP now inside computers
at Ports game
STACEY HAGEN
Staff Writer

CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer
At the Stockton Ports game
last Friday at Billy Hebert
Field, freshman Robin Tilotta
sang the National Anthem.
Many UOP students were in
attendance to support Miss
Tilotta as she made her first
public appearance in
Robin landed the singing
gig after a friend who works
for the single "A" division
Miss Tilotta, who has sung
for many professional sports
teams in Seattle, will probably
become a regular attraction at
foe Ports' home games.
Though not a paid posi
tion, Robin remarked, "I am
excited to be able to express
»ry talent in a way that I am
not able to do professionally

Tilotta sings national athem.
on the UOP campus."
Miss Tilotta dreams of one
day making it to the top of the
R&B charts and to sing in a
Disney movie.
For more information on
volunteering to sing for the
Stockton Ports, contact Lena
Urrutia at 944-5943.

As of June 30,1999 the com
pany that now runs computing
services on the UOP campus,
Systems
and
Computer
Technology (SCT) will end
their contract and UOP will
regain control of all campus
computing services.
SCT, an outsource, was orig
inally contracted seven years
ago. SCT is currently in charge
of two main areas of comput
ing services: the outscoring
service asnd operating of the
lab on South Campus, and
Banner software, a program
used in administration offices
on campus. Banner software,
will still be used at UOP after
the contract ends.
Since SCT has been on cam
pus, individual departments
have run all other labs besides
the lab on South Campus, and
students working in those labs
have mainly been computer or

engineering students. Now,
however, since this change is
taking place, mostly due to
funding, UOP will have con
trol of all labs on campus and
will open up job opportunities
and students internships to a
broader group of students.
UOP is currently in the

HtMi
Aurora

newyofkstylepizza
SANMMSHSALADS-SOUP

D5AFNB-UB

7WIW AininfiAve 462-6668

•SBSt [1 Block Rom

L5)

some who worked forSCT will
be rehired in addition to those
hired for other positions that
will be available. According to
sources within SCT, all
employees were invited to
apply for positions with
Pacific. Of 14 staff members
only one did not apply and
See SCT, page 4
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Continued from page 3

five others were not hired by
the University. Those who
were hired by UOP began on
the Univeristy payroll March 1.

Lynn Kubek, chief information
officer, did not return our calls
regarding hiring procedures.
Kubek views the change
from SCT as a positive one.
UOP, "will be adding resources
to imporve services [to UOP

NEWS
students]," she said. They hope
to transform the operation into
a "one-stop shop" for students
to go to with computer needs,
problems, or questions. The
personnel on staff will be
equipped to ansdwer ques

tions and remedy problems phone service and UOP w,
instead of making the student to provide additional reso^
look elsewhere on campus to to students, including hp
find help, which sometimes with computer and phoneco
happens now. Next year the nections, study aids, cour
residence halls will all be wired materials, and additional wei
for campus computer and

Reaction

Continued from page 1

to ASUOP, stressed, "It is my
firm belief that the senate has
violated democratic principles
and thus acted more like a fas
cist government than a demo
cratically elected one.
I
believe the phrase (or some
thing close to it), "we can do
anything we want because we
are the senate" lends itself as a
prime example.... The motion
to extend the elections is ille
gal, for the senators have exer
cised powers that were not
granted to them. It is a clear
seizure of the government and
suspension of the democratic
rights and principles that each
senator agreed to uphold."
As with any senate vote,
ASUOP President Russell
Marzette has the power to
veto the decision to extend the
election. While he has official
ly remained uncommitted to a
decision to veto the measure,
it seems a likely move.
"Being a leader doesn't
mean just doing things right,
but also doing the right thing.
The right thing is what the
people want and what the
rules [the constitution and
election bylaws] state,"
Marzette said. According to
Marzette those rules that he as
a leader must follow do not
allow for an extension of the
election.
Marzette has 15 days from
the date of the senate vote to
veto the measure, should he
choose to do so, giving him
until the final day of the
extended elections, April 28,
to make a decision.
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Off From GM — Thru June 30, 1999*

Chevrolet Cavalier

Chevrolet 5-10 Pickup

Oldsmobile Alero

Pontiac Grand Am

GMC Jimmy

• Financing As Low As 0% APR
•rtua . . . • No Downpayment When You Purchase
• Special Easy Financing For Grads
TheChoice Is YourtJhoose

from any new Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile or GMC car or truck.
For

more information, call:

1.800.964.GRAD
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NEWS
Earth Day at UOP

aprh. 22, 1999

pOUG HINKLE
Asst. News Editor
Last Sunday afternoon,
Earth Day was held on the
South Campus Lawn. A threeman guitar band played sixties
and sevenites protest songs
while Stockton residents and
UOP students visited the
booths that had been set up.
The Sierra Club's booth was
set up next to the entrance
where visitors could purchase
t-shirts and mugs with various
wildlife on it. Planned
Parenthoo and the Libertarian
Party Group also had set up

Football

Continued from page 1

take into account the
increased
revenue from
tuition and room and board
fees. The committee did not
however examine the result
ing increased academic costs
that may occur with the addi
tion of over 100 new student
athletes.
"We talked about how to
estimate academic costs but
to simply multiply it out ...
doesn't work," Beauchamp
said.
As the report notes, if new
students are interested in
majors with room to grow
then increased costs could be
low.
If However, if there is an
increase in majors currently at
capacity significant new costs
can be expected.
There were also no esti
mates on the increased costs
in academic support areas
such as the library, registrar,
financial aid or admissions.

booths. Indian tacos were pro
vided along with various kind
of organic vegetarian dishes.
The Peace and Justice
Network which publishes the
newspaper Connections had
organized the festival this
year.
They have been doing it for
the past thirteen to fifteen
years. Suzanne Grill, the coor
dinator said, "It's an educa
tional event" more than any
thing. If we get people out of
their homes, away from their
tv's, and computers, we've
done our job. I do wish more
UOP students had shown up." One of the many information stands that visitors were able to stop by at UOP's Earth Day.
The benefits for Pacific to months through broad collab
expend these resources and oration.
This appli
resurrect foot
cation is con
ball are hard How TO HAVE YOUR
sistent with
to measure.
VOICE HEARD:
the review of
The com
Three open meetings will be other
pro
mittee con
held to answer questions
grams at the
tends that the
University.
campus will and listen to public com
issue.
Implicit in
see an increase ments on the football
that standard
of school spir Monday May, 3,
is an assur
it, an increase 5-7 p.m.
School of Pharmacy Rotunda
ance
that aca
of alumni con
stan
demic
nections, an Comments can also be sent to
dards
and
the
committee
chair
via
fax
at
increase
in
946-2454
or
by
e-mail
at
priorities
will
regional pub
kbeauchamp@wp.edu
be
com
not
licity/visibili
promised."
ty and an
In
keeping
with
DeRosa's
increase
in
community
intent
the
committee
used six
involvement. The only benefit
criteria
for
considering
pro
that can be safely predicted
posals
to
reinstate
intercolle
would be the increased rev
enue from additional tuition giate football.
Each of the criteria seeks to
an d room and board fees.
In a January letter to the insure that football's restora
committee, President Don tion does not adversely affect
DeRosa asked that the criteria the academic environment at
for evaluation be..." based Pacific, result in no new net
upon the standards of costs to the University after
Mission, Vision and Priorities
Gregory Vietz
established over the last 30
Owner

THE COSTS OF B RINGING EJACK FOO TBALL
OPTION C
OPTION A
$250,000 $600,000 $750,000
Start-up Costs
New Athletic
N/A $2,350,000 $3,700,000
Scholarships Cost
New Athletic Dept.
Funding**

$590,000 $455,000 $470,000
N/A $16,000,000*
N/A
Other one-time costs
Total Cost for the
$1,430,000 $3,860,000 $21,390,000
first two-years
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COCKTAILS

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret

Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's

the initial start-up period, and
that the University maintain
NCAA certification while
offering a variety of sporting
events and complying with
Title IX and other laws.
The football question facing
Pacific may come down to one
central issue: money. Option
A seems to be the most eco
nomically feasible.
The committee estimates a
yearly net revenue increase of
$678,190 after the program is
established. Options B and C
estimate annual net revenue
at $4,571 and a loss of $901,458
respectively. Undeterminable
academic costs must still be
accounted for as well.

Correction
In the last issue,
there were a few
misspellings of
names. Correct
spellings of these
names are Peter
Adams, Randi
Stephens, and Jason
De'ak. It is the
policy of The
Padfican to report
information as
accurate as possible.

PacificStaieBaiik
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Allaville
Columbia
Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Grov eland
Tracy

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728

://www.pacificstatcbank.com
pacstate@aol.com
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Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way » Stockton, CA 95205
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EDITORIAL

Diversity Week: Time to celebrate!
It's diversity week! Yeah!
Sound the gong! Blow the
horn! Play the flute! Reach
deep into your throat and let
that loud voice bellow out in
excitement! It's diversity
week!
What does it mean
to have diversity
week side by side
with earth day? It
means that we
get to celebrate
two
exciting
events all at
once! The first
is
diversity.
What would
we do without
diversity?
What if we
lived in a homo
geneous world
where everyone
had the same skin
color and shuffled
around in the same
gray suit with the
same hair cut? More
important than our exter
nal appearance, what if we
all had the same personality,
the same sense of humor, the
same interests and dislikes?
What a boring world this
city,
would be! One of the most
or whether
wonderful and enriching
part of our experience- both they are of a different reli
in our entire lives and at our gion. Meeting people of dif
time at UOP- is learning ferent cultures and ethnici
about different people, cul ties, however, can be an even
tures, and beliefs. This does more enriching experience.
n't necessarily mean that Besides learning about differonly people of a different ent foods, customs, clothing
ethnicity than yourself have types, history, and practices
things to offer. Every time we we learn to love each other'
meet someone different from regardless of physical differ
ourselves we experience ences. The only way to end
some type of
— diversity, prejudice is to understand
whether that person is from a each other, so it is important

the Week

'

"J0™*

that
we take
time to
get to know people who
are different from ourselves
so that we as individuals can
become more open-minded.
Diversity week is a won
derful
UB;io,u
,. ~7 idea, because instead
our
°
ignore
differences and shuffle them off as
non-existant and inconse
quential (as we so often do),
it is a time to celebrate our
differences. At UOP there are
many ways to learn about
other people. In the class-

Weekly news for the
UOP community since 1908

room, it is easy to start a con
versation with someone you
might not necessarily feel
comfortable
talking
to.
Instead of sitting next to the
person with a skin color
closest to your own,
why not sit next to
someone who looks
completely differ
ent from you?
They
might
teach you some
thing that the
other person
couldn't.
Another way
to learn about
other cultures
is to just talk
to people and
get to know
them, whether
it be at a frater
nity party, a
Tiger
Lounge
mocktail party, or
at no party at all.
There are many cul
tural clubs at UOP that
you can visit; in fact, the
Hawaii club just had a big
luau Friday night, and they
flew in a band from Hawaii.
There are many ways to learn
about different countries and
cultures right here on cam
pus.
The best part is that these
different cultures are more
than willing to teach you
about rnemseives.
themselves. We all
auuur
have something to learn from
Evprvnnp should
chnniH
each other. Everyone
go out and celebrate diversi
ty by befriending someone of
a different ethnicity from
yourself. The experience
would be beneficial to every
one.

90od in the worst of US/ And 50

hardlY becomes anY

much bad in the best of us That
of us to talk about the rest of us." - Edward Wallis Hoch
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Y2Krazies create upset
BRIAN CLOSE
Minnesota Daily

In a new twist on Y2K
readiness, the Arlington
Institute, a Washington,
D.C. think tank, called on
the media Monday to help
fix the problem. But they
weren't talking about the
computer problem; rather,
the problem with those
who've gone Y2Krazy.
"A negative public per
ception of Y2K could make
what otherwise could be
just minor problems (into)
massive public panic," said
John Peterson, the insti
tute's president.
The Y2K problem is
caused by the manner in
which dates are coded into
older computer programs.

It seems many program larger, more complicated,
mers of old had faulty difficult and frustrating
wiring, causing them to task than actually fixing
miscalculate their pro broken (software) code."
grams' longevity.
Does it bother him that
Most experts now say some see his position as
people should prepare for changing from fear-monger
Y2K by storing food to last to prophet?
several days, a far cry from
"If someone wants to
the early predictions of cat fault me for raising fears,
astrophe. Peter de Jager, a go ahead; I don't care any
Canadian Y2K consultant, more," he
told
The
sounded the alarm in a 1993 Tennessean last month.
article entitled "Doomsday Early fear that prompted
2000," which warned of the action on the problem also
multibillion dollar problem. ignited paranoia among
But a recent article on his ignorant that will fade less
Web
site rapidly than it does among
(www.year2000.com),
is those more informed.
titled
"Doomsday
Thus the reason for the
Avoided." "We've finally Arlington Institute's plea to
broken the back of the Y2K help keep the public calm.
problem,"
he
wrote. The Tennessean also print"Overcoming denial was a
See Y2K, page 8

Welcome profile students to
UOP trade school
Dear Editor,

As I saw the hordes of high
school kids taking their tours
and living the 'college' life for a
weekend, I was reminded of
my own experience at UOP's
Profile Day. It is perhaps the
biggest sales pitch that UOP
makes in an attempt to lure
students away from their other
choices...choices that might be
a better fit for them. How many
students leave after their first
year or even their first semes
ter? The more important ques
tion is why?
For those of you who didn't
have the pleasure of attending
the university's great event of
make believe, Profile Day is a
two-day event in which high
school seniors and transfer stu
dents spend time with a host.
The host is to show the
prospects around our beautiful
campus, answer any questions
and basically get diem really
hammered so that the prospect
can drink their doubts away. I
know that my profile experi
ence was better after partying
at the old animal house known
as Eiselen (Hey, I heard that
there's a party at Iceland, let's
go!)In addition to all the great

partying and quality time with
the hosts, the university plans a
million events to keep the
prospectives occupied and
busy. The whirlwind of events
as well as the whirlwind of the
hangover prevents students
from making a sound decision
about whether or not UOP is
the right school for them.
During the Profile Day presen
tations, the school sells itself on
the strength of multidisciplinary studies, low student to
teacher ratios and how
'diverse' this school is in terms
of the number of majors offered
and the many different ethnici
ties.
However, as we all know,
the sales pitch and the reality
can vary drastically. For exam
ple, how many people do you
know who aren't an engineer
ing major, pre-pharmacy, predental, SIS or the great escape
known as business?Sometimes
it seems that half the school is
pre-pharm/pre-dental while
the other half is business
(although I bet that half of the
business students were at one
time pre-pharm or pre-dental).
Diversity? There's more diver
sity in the lunch menu at the
Summit.
I must admit that there are a

lot of international students for
how small our school is. But is
our school one in which the dif
ferent people all hang out and
party together? The answer
unfortunately is no, not really. I
say it is unfortunate because
there are many cool things that
people can learn from one
another. This may sound
cliched, but it is so true. I mean,
if learning how to curse in
other languages isn't a cool
bonus to meeting interesting
people, I don't know what is.
I am not harping on UOP's
enrollment tactics, but I hope to
make a suggestion. If UOP
wants to have a higher student
retention rate as well as a stu
dent body who doesn't feel
mislead, it should market itself
for what it really is, a big trade
school. Think about it. UOP can
advertise itself as a great big
machine that will spit out engi
neers, pharmacists, dentists,
and people who know the
"business" of buying and con
suming large amounts of alco
hol. The slogan can be "We
may not be diverse, but every
one is studying the same thing
as you."
Sincerely,
Steve Kim
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Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

How and what have you learned
about different cultures at UOP?

d

'

"We're all
separated In our
ways, but we can
find common
ground with our
same interests."
- Alex Newburgh

//,

7 participated in
cultural events.
These events help
us learn about
different cultures."
- Christine Wong
Junior
"Being of an ethnic
background, I have
contributed to the
cultural diversity of
this school."
- Eric Kaw
Junior
"The biggest way
that I've learned
about other
cultures is by
talking to people
and finding out
about them."
- Wendy Bledsoe
Freshman
"African American
students are an
endangered
species."
- Jerome Barsock
Junior
For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.
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Gay and lesbian rights
discrimination
was the first event that made October—
society realize the discrimina based on sexual orientation is
tion against gays and lesbians perfectly legal.
Gays and lesbians are and their struggle to gain
In light to this issue a new
becoming more than a minori equal rights.
study, conducted by the
ty group today, and more
The Fifth and 14th National Gay and Lesbian Task
Americans are becoming Amendments guarantee equal Force Policy Institute, found
aware of their existence in their protection under the law. They that a growing majority of
daily lives. Their plight in gain prohibit discrimination based Americans support gay and
ing equal rights as other on religion, disability, and gen lesbian equality. The report
Americans, however, has often der
(which
supposedly states that there is overwhelm
been denied by the govern includes sexual orientation). ing support for non-discrimi
ment and sanctioned in many The right to privacy is guaran nation in housing, employ
state and federal laws. The teed by the Fourth, Fifth, ment, and spousal benefits for
recent denial to approve the Ninth, and 14th Amendments. same-sex couples. There is also
Hate Crimes Prevention Act The First Amendment protects increasing support for samelast year by Congress shows the freedom of speech and the sex marriage and adoption.
that the government still does right to end discrimination. The study shows that the three
not treat gays and lesbians as However, Federal law does not decades of struggle for gays
lawful citizens, and lesbians prohibit discrimination against and lesbians has gained more
and gay men continue to face gay people; the Hate Crimes understanding and change of
discrimination.
Prevention Act was supposed attitudes in the society.
The modern gay rights to include discrimination However gay men and les
movement began in 1969 in against gays in Federal law. bians remain unpopular, espe
New York City's Greenwich Congress will have the chance cially in small towns and states
Village. At that time, typical to consider this act again this where there are no laws pro
raids by the police were fre year. Only nine states and the hibiting discrimination based
quently done to arrest patrons District of Columbia have on sexual orientation. The
for merely being present in gay enacted laws that protect gays murder in Wyoming proves
bars. Patrons of a particular and lesbians from discrimina that even though there is a
bar, the Stonewall Inn, decided tion. In the remaining 41 change of attitude in people
that enough was enough and states— including the state of regarding gays and lesbians,
fought back for five consecu Wyoming, where Matthew the majority of America is still
tive nights to defend their Shepard was severely beaten, against them.
rights. The Stonewall Rebellion burned, and left to die last
It is up to every one of us to
interfere with day-to-day crash. It's an exciting time,"
functioning," and, "Remind stated Rich Terry babbled to
Continued from page 7
yourself that you have pre the
Austin
Americaned two helpful lists. One viously
coped
with Statesman.
had Red Cross tips for sur change."
Perhaps he's right. After
viving Y2K, and the other
One advertising execu all, the U.S. Patent and
had 10 tips from therapists tive said part of the excite
Trademark office reports
on calming fears. This self- ment from the new millen
more than 1,500 millenni
help toolbox includes pow nium stems from the com
um-related patent registra
erful gems: "Distinguish puter bug. "It's a top-oftions await approval, with
normal concerns from mind thing. The new mil
more
on the way. In Austin,
pathological fears that can lennium. Computers will
Texas, officials have tried to
IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer

Y2K

Questions?
Comments?
E-mail us or
stop by the 3rd
floor of Hand
Hall.
Venn Pqji'toor if, Hooiih

WILLIAM J. STARACE
Chuoproctoi

Initial Visit F r e e With UOP
Student/Faculty/Staff I.D.
422 .N PerttVng Ave 5»e 0-9

Office

(209) <77.9555
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realize the fact that we are all
humans and that each of us
deserve equal rights, no matter
sell water-conserving toi
lets. Recently they tried a
new twist on their advertis
ing — "These toilets are
Y2K compliant, they save
water and money. They'll
serve you well, far into the
next millennium." Several
people called and asked for
the wonder-flush.
Mars' M&M candy is
"The official candy of the

what race, religion, ethnicity,
or sexual orientation we pos
sess.
new millennium," and the
wrapper now includes the
line "MM means 2000," for
those of us who didn't catch
up on the connection.
As
Franklin
Delano
Roosevelt once said, "The
only thing we have to fear is
fear itself." He's right. The
Y2K bug won't destroy civi
lization, but Y2Krazies
could.

You're Invited!!!
Happy Hour

Sunday - Wednesday
10:00 pm -1:00 am
$1.50 drafts
$1.50 well drinks
Guiness $1.50 Wednesdays
6252 Pacific Ave.
473-3748

i

COPA Student/Faculty BBQ
Thursday, April 22, 4-7 p.m.
Hand Hall Lawn
Good Food, Excellent Beverages
Live Music
AND ELECTIONS
y O U C a s h Prize t o p e r s o n showing
t h e m o s t TIGER SPIRIT t h r o u g h legal dress
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The country stares, disgusted and revolted
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer
"Our teacher told us not to
cry, they might still be in the

halls. She told us to hug each
other and pray." This com
ment, made by a somewhat
shell shocked high school girl,
sums up the entire sick and
twisted turn of events at
Columbine high school in
Colorado on Tuesday.
At least two students, mem
bers of a group identified by
some students as the "trenchcoat
mafia,"
apparently
walked in and opened fire on
students. One student reported
to KUSA that he heard one sus
pect claiming it was "revenge."
The students came armed
with handguns, sawed off

shotguns, hand grenades and
other explosive devices. At
least 18 students were injured,
one girl with multiple gunshot
wounds
to
the chest.
Fortunately the girl survived
her
operation. Jefferson
County Sheriff John Stone said
there were "as many as 25
fatalities, including two of
three shooters."
This incident upset the small
suburb known as Littleton,
with the town erupting in tur
moil. Parents leaving work,
many not knowing if their chil
dren were safe or not, not
knowing if their children were
alive or not. All of this at the
hands of a psychotic group of
anti-social morons that dress in
all black and hold delusions of
being wronged by "the sys

tem."
These sick individuals have
taken innocent lives in what is
the most recent of schoolyard
shootings. While the Governor
of Colorado refused to com
ment on gun policy outside the
high school, we are not going
to be able to dodge the issue.
Jonesboro is the most tragic in
recent memory, but there have
been several shootings in
schools over the past 18
months. These shootings are
not being stopped or slowed
down, and we are forced to ask
ourselves if the current legisla
tion and system actually work?
The Governor refused to
comment today on gun policy,
yet when will the policy be
reviewed? Tomorrow, the day
after, during
the next

Wellness Month: Promoting
healthy living at UOP
JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer
For the entire month of
April, ASUOP, Crossroads
Prevention Program, Cowell
Student Health Center, RHA
and several other large organi
zations on campus have been
sponsoring events and activi
ties that promote and encour
age students to live a healthy
lifestyle. This year's Wellness
Month theme is: "You have Body . . . Feed it! Mind . . .
Respect it! - Life . . . Live it!"
This month's events focused on
the three aspects. Crossroads
peer
educator
Luzelle
Advincula said, "I really like
the theme for this year. People
usually think about their body
when they think about health.
This theme is good because it

focuses on all aspects of a per
son, not just their body."
Throughout this month, there
have been activities such as the
Stretch Fitness Program, the
Tae Bo Workout, and the
Marshall Arts Demonstration
that focused on the physical fit
ness. Crossroads also spon
sored the Swing Night with
food and Mocktails. Advincula
added, "Swing Night attracted
a lot of people. This event
allowed students to have fun
while exercising through
dance." Events that focused on
mental health included Positive
Performance for Athletes and
the Personal Best Workshop Balancing Mind, Body, and
Soul. These events encouraged
students to think positively for
self-motivation
and
self
encouragement. On Thursday

April 22, the 10th Annual
Health & Wellness Fair and
Student B.B.Q. will be held in
the McCaffrey Center. Here stu
dents can discuss issues and
concerns with off campus
health groups and organiza
tions. There will also be fun
activities to entertain students.
Wellness Month has been a
great success for students
because of the educational and
creative programming of the
sponsors. Over 20 events this
month have kept students busy
and entertained. In addition,
these programs have kept
many students motivated and
not burned out from schoolwork. With finals coming up,
students can take what they've
learned from Wellness Month
and apply it to their lives when
they feel stressed.

Governor's term? It had better
be soon, very soon, because
lives are being threatened each
day this is put off.
As to the trenchcoat mafia, I
feel there is no hope for such a
group. Anyone who could kill
innocent classmates and fel
low students without remorse
does not deserve to live and
breed on this planet. The only
positive about this whole inci
dent is that two of the trenchcoat mafia will never be given
this chance. Thank goodness
for small miracles.

People may think that I am
making light of the situation,
but really I am not. The truth
is, when I saw this on the news
Tuesday afternoon, it made me
sick to my stomach. Whenever
I see anybody, particularly per
sons younger than 1 am,
deprived of their right to live, I
am sickened. I don't think any
trenchcoat scumbag involved
with this deserves to live, for
once you violate another pierson's right to live, your own
right is forfeit.

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US
FOR OUR ANNUAL

GRADUATION SPECIAL
Only

$19.99
A 70%
savings!
Offer expires
May 29, 1999

Enjoy a fan session in our beautiful outdoor
studio and give your parents a wonderful
thank you gift.

Ligia<,u^jons Graduates !! !

aw accepting reservations for
parlies of 10 or more
ay
3121 Benjamin Holt Dr.
957-0536 b 11:30-9:00

fa bistro

743 Porter Avenue, Stockton, CA 95207

(209)477-4363
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LLL offers Haggin Museum
elective
internship a success
choices
THE PACIFICAN

BUD SWANSON
Guest Writer
Hypnotism, [s it real or an

illusion? Contrary to what
many think, there actually is
more to hypnotism than
meets tire eye. Find out what
by signing up for "Selfhypnosis:
Tools
Tange/' scheduled for
Saturday. May 1, and Sunday,
May 2 from 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Vou will learn traditional
hypnotic techniques as well
as non-traditional methods

ediatkms, chants, ai

ics, etc.) to develop
loth didactic and experien
tial styles of learning
included. In addition, v
develop skills in visual,
tory and kinesthetic im
that can be used evenCost for this one
education (elective)
course is $120, including
materials.
On a different note, for
another
unit, consider
"Overview of Buddhism."
The goal is to familiarize stu-

Have you been
to
Stockton's Haggin Museum
lately? The Haggin Museum,
located south of UOP on
Pershing Avenue is where
Andrea Ruse, UOP Art
major is doing her academic
internship. Andrea, being a
Curator's Assistant spends
her days at the Haggin
Museum inventorying art
pieces, evaluating their con
dition and inputting infor
mation into the museum's
database. Her internship at
the Haggin museum is pro
ject-based, meaning she

works on many big projects
throughout the semester.
Currently, Andrea is work
ing on the new exhibition,
"Filipino Roots, American
Legacy:
The
Stockton
Experience." Being directly
involved with preparing for
the exhibit, Andrea states,
"Preparation for an exhibit is
outrageous. There is so
much work. Being behind
the scenes, you see what
goes on, and everybody
works together to get it
ready."
This exhibit runs April 11
to June 13 and features many
See Haggin, page 11

Women honored
at Founders Day
Founders Day
Today, April 22
"Women at Pacific"
148 years

one
religions. You will
leam about Mahayana and
Theravada Buddhism and
how they impact people's
way of life. You'll have the
opportunity to
"Buddhist experience" horn
held trips to Cambodian, Lao,
Vietnamese and Japanese
Buddhist temples. During
these field trips, you will
observe rituals performed by
ethnic groups and obtain
firsthand information from
Buddhist monks and their
disciples. The class meets
Saturday, May 1, from 9 a.m.5 p.m., and Sunday, May 2,9
a.m.- 5:30 p.m. Cost for this
five) unit class is $110 plus
S10 for materials.

THE PACIFICAN

Pacific's

Founders Day historically features Emily Knoles.

April 22 will mark
University of the Pacific's
Founders Day created to
celebrate and honor people
in the University communi
ty who have been important
to the 148-year-old history
of Pacific.
"It is befitting the proud
history of women on cam
pus
that
this
year's
Founders Day recognizes
these pioneers in education,
along with the present-day
women who call Pacific
their career home," said
Kara Brewer, chair of the
Founders Day committee
and director of Planned
Giving.

"Women at Pacific," this
year's theme, will feature
keynote speaker Karen
DeRosa, Pacific's first lady.
According to Brewer,
"Women have been a vital
part of Pacific history since
its inception.
Pacific was one of the
first institutes to offer
women higher education
through a bachelor of Arts
degree and the first in
California to offer coeduca
tion. The first class in 1858
had an equal number or
men and women."
The anniversary celebra
tion includes a service in
Morris Chapel, luncheon,
tour of residence halls,
Greek houses, and recep
tion. The noon chapel ser
vice will be followed by t e
luncheon at 1:15 p.m. w'ier^
DeRosa will speak
"The Role of the President
Wife." The tour and recep
tion begin at 3 p-i*1- a"
conclude the day's even
Call (209) 946-2294 for mo
information.
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Greek Life

A
Archania
B
The Men of Alpha Kappa
X Phi - Archania want to say
A thank you to Greek Council
E for the great time at
<P Stockton Rocks and for the
Community Service Award
that our house received.
i This just goes to show the
A Stockton community that
E Archania strongly believes
N that it is better to give than
to receive. This past week
0
end Archania hosted yet
another one of our past tra
0 ditions, Fireman's Fling.
p The Brotherhood was fired
1 up for all of the activities
that took place on Saturday.
T Once again, check our social
Y calendar for all of the
a upcoming events taking
—M place in the month of April.
Omega Phi Alpha
A
I We would sincerely like
to thank the Little Sisters for
A a wonderful Pixie Week.
E The ladies add a marvelous
¥ dynamic to the house. In

r

n

addition, our Italian Dress
Dinner was a success and
we thoroughly enjoyed each
other's company.
Congratulations go to
Pavan Gill for two success
ful terms of office as
President. Greek Council
gave the distinct honor of
Fraternity
Chapter
President of the Year to
Pavan. His leadership has
left a lasting effect on our
house. Replacing him is
Nikos Acuna who we wish
much success.
Sunday's Presents by the
sororities was a gala affair,
the men of Omega Phi
Alpha would like to recog
nize all the ladies for joining
their respective houses.
Welcome to the Greek com
munity!
Delta Delta Delta
Sunday will be the big
wet one for Tri Delta. We
will be washing cars and
raising donations for our

Z A r E O T K A M N O n ©

Y Z A B X A E O A

z

Mary Pattinson scholarship, vp
Bring your car by Big O*
Tires on the corner of Pacific Z
and Harding for a wash and A
help out a great cause.
E
Congratulations to the T
newest members of UOPs
I
Greek community who
were formally introduced at P
©
last Sunday's Presents.
Hasher
Appreciation TI
Week has been an adven- O
ture, and we certainly
appreciate all of their help in
the house. We are so lucky M
to have such wonderful A
friends for hashers! Thanks K
guys!
r
Phi Delta Theta
<t>
Volcano Bash went over
very well as everyone who E
attended had a good time. A
Our formal is being held Q
this weekend in Napa and 0
the Brotherhood is looking p
forward to another success- p
ful event. We wish everyone good luck with their £
classes.
A

XY
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Beach Boys

july 4 tickets on sale
THE PACIFICAN
The Beach Boys will perform
at the dedication of the Weber
Point Events Center on
Saturday, July 3, 1999, at 8JO
p.m. Tickets went on sale
Tuesday, April 20,1999,at 1000
a.m. General admission tickets
can be purchased for $35 each
at the Fox Theatre Box Office,
242 East Main Street Stockton,
Tower Records, or any BASS
ticket outlet. Tickets may also
be charged by calling BASS or
the Fox Theater Box Office at
(209) 464-4FOX (4369).
The Beach Boys concert per
formance on the new Weber
Point Events Center stage will
feature an energetic hour and
forty-five minutes of over thir
ty hit songs. Their perfor
mance will follow a short pro
gram dedicating the Weber
Point Events Center, starting at
about 8 p.m. on the July 3.
Gates will open at 5 pan.

Haggin.
Continued from page 10

different activities including
a concert by FILMAPS
Chorale and Dance Troupe,
the Higantes Festival and a
presentation by UOPs Dr.
Richard Tenaza. Contact the
Haggin Museum at 462-4116
for more information.
Andrea has learned many
things about art, museums
and herself over the course
of the semester. In addition
to her projects of condition

Seating will be on the Great
Circle lawn in the Events
Center. Barbeque dinners will
be available to be purchased in
advance for an additional
charge. Other food and bever
ages will also be sold. No ice
chests or lawn chairs will be
allowed into the event.
The Weber Point Events
Center Dedication and Concert
on July 3 will be followed by a
free celebration on July 4, when
local musicians will perform
on the McLeod Lake amphithe
ater, followed by a special
Stockton Symphony perfor
mance at the Weber Point
Events Center that will precede
the Independence Day fire
works. Food and beverage
vendors will line Center Street
in front of the McLeod Lake
amphitheater.
For more information about
the weekend events, call the
Fox Box Office at (209) 4644FOX (4369).
reporting and taking inventory, Andrea had the oppor
tunity to go to the Museum
of Modern Art in San
Francisco to take two pieces
of art from the museum for
an exhibit. As an artist her
self, Andrea can definitely
appreciate the time and
effort involved in creating a
piece of art. She comments,
"I see a relationship with
what goes on at the Haggin,
how you analyze and view a
piece of art and my coursework at UOP."
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Students Dave Mat, Andrea Ruse and Natalie Phillips prepare for the Filipino Roots Exhibition
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'Model open daily

c

'Unique 1,243
bedrooms
'Park - like setting

•Fireplaces
•Pool-Spa

f
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Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

1730 Grouse Run Drive • 12091957-6710
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dF a c u l t yS p e c i a l !

• Local 56k access

•
•
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FREE Software
FREE Internet Book
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
BO Money Back Guarantee
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LOCAL NIGHT - "All Dinner Entree s $10.00 & Under
Dinners 5:00 - 9O0 p.m.
—-

NOW OPEN TUESDAY LUNCH
11:30-2:30
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"Half Price Pizza
Tuesday Nights
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["Buy OnfMocha Get One |
FREE! urith this ad
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Wash Fundraiser for the
Mary Pattinson Scholarship
Sunday, April 25, 1999 fund. It will last from 9 a.m.
will be the Annual Car to 4 p.m. at Big O' Tires at

the corner of Pacific and
Harding, near Jack in the
Box f^ary Pattinson was an
alumni of UOP and Tri
Delta sorority who passed
away after her graduation
from a tragic swimming

-The Pap,pi..

accident in 1993.
The sorority, Tri Delta is
trying to build up a scholarship fund in memory of
Mary Pattinson.
Mary
Pattinson was an active
UOP student and a ton

equestrian of No^r
California. Please come 0u"
and support this worthv
cause and get your car
washed at the same time
Your participation will be
greatly appreciated.

New

therapy
offered
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David Jardine, a graduate
student in Psychology at
University of the Pacific is
conducting a
study to
examine the effectiveness of
a new therapy, "biodesensitization," to reduce tinnitus
distress.
Tinnitus is ringing in the
ears, and people who are
bothered by tinnitus are
invited to participate in the
study, which could yield
improvements in currently
used therapies for tinnitus
and help people cope more
effectively with the disor
der.
asked to attend one-hour
therapy sessions two times
per week for four weeks,
said Jardine. "We'll ask peo
ple to complete question
naires so we can assess tintus distress and intensity
-ior to and following the
intenvention."
Jardine said treatment
involves using biofeedback
to reduce physiological sen
sation while listening to a
signal matched to the sound
of the individual's tinnitus.
"The goal is to learn to
become deeply relaxed
while Listening to the tinni
tus signal so that when the
partdpant hears his or her
own tinnitus, it will fail to
evoke distress and will
cease to be a problem," he
said.
"There is little risk to par
ticipants in this study and
by participating, additional
knowledge about mecha
nisms responsible for tinni
tus and skills usefufto alle
viating its symptoms may
be learned," said Jardine.
Contact him at 946-7322
for more information.

J^AU~f
Introducing the edge you^need for college.
lo pay for all the essentials traditional financial aid won't cover, get die AcademicEdgesm Loan.
Low interest rates. Easy to apply. Make no payments in school. Flexible repayment after yon graduate.

AcademicEdge

TUC
THE T/iTAt
TOTAL EDUCATION LOAN

Call toll-free 1 -877-310-3456 for more information.

http:y7AcademicEdge.ChelaFinancial.com

©1999 Chela financial
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Pharmacy blue light special
THE PACIFICAN
Kmart Corporation has
announced the establish
ment of an educational
leave of absence program
for pharmacists and phar
macy interns willing to pur
sue further education in an
accredited school of phar
macy.
Under the educational
leave program, pharmacy
managers and pharmacists,
as well as both graduate
and student interns, are able
to take up to six months
leave per year to study
under an accredited phar
macy program while retain
ing their employment sta

tus. In addition, up to two
months of additional leave
time per year can be grant
ed by approval of Kmart's
Pharmacy department.
"This is yet another effort
that Kmart Pharmacy has
undertaken to ensure we
have the best educated
pharmacy personnel in the
nation caring for our cus
tomers," said Howard
Kramer,
Director
of
Pharmacy
Human
Resources. "We are proud to
lead the retail pharmacy
industry in encouraging
pharmacists to seek addi
tional education."
Kramer added that last
year Kmart established a

program to assist its phar
macy technicians in obtain
ing national certification
from
the
Pharmacy
Technician
Certification
Board (PTCB).
Kmart
Corporation
serves America with 2,161
Kmart, Big Kmart and
Super Kmart retail outlets,
of which 1,550 offer phar
macies.
In addition to serving all
50 states, Kmart operations
extend to Puerto Rico,
Guam and the US Virgin
Islands.
More information about
Kmart is available on the
World
Wide
Web at
www.Kmart.com.

Celebrate Diversity Week
THE PACIFICAN
This year the theme for
Celebrate
Diversity
is
"Discovering Similarities in
Our Differences," and the
Gospel Fest was a wonderful
opening event for the week.
Sponsored primarily through
AASU and the Chaplain's
Office, upwards of 200 gath
ered at Central United
Methodist
Church
last
Saturday afternoon for a time
of praise and singing. The
choirs came from all over: the
UC Davis Gospel Choir
under the direction of Calvin
Lymus and the Consumnes
River College Gospel Choir
under the direction of
Precious Craft came down
from "up north," while the
choirs from Christ Temple
Apostolic Faith and the
Christian Life Center here in
Stockton filled out the num
ber of choirs. In addition to
the choirs, the event was
graced by soloist Randy
Parker.
The weather was beautiful
and so was the spirit! It was a
truly multicultural experi
ence, with participants of
every color praising God
together. Arthur Jenkins, a
first year student at UOP, had
the vision and the dedication
to make the event happen. "It
Was truly an honor and bless

ing by God to be able to orga
nize an event that brought
people together that wanted
to be together," said Jenkins.
Sunday was Earth Day,
organized by the Peace and
Justice Network, bringing
several community and cam
pus groups together on South
Campus to celebrate the
earth and learn ways to pre
serve it. There was lots of
music, food, information not to mention a temporary
labyrinth, placed on the site
of the first labyrinth on cam
pus, just outside Long
Theater.
Tuesday was Youth Day,
with students from Lodi
Middle School spending the
morning in enrichment pro
grams. Tuesday evening
blind singer-composer Ken
Medema wowed the crowd
on Atchley Way. Ken created
a flood of sound and light
that entertained and inspired.
His gifts as singer, poet, and
story-teller evoked tears and
deep unexpected feelings.
Ken's music rims the gamut
from classical to rock, from
ballad to blues, and from
sacred to profane - sharing
his concerns for our spiritual
ity, and always searching for
ways in which we can con
nect with each other.
Today the Health Faire and
Speak Out will take place in

McCaffrey Center from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. The Health
Faire, a regular annual event
sponsored by SHAC, is being
supplemented this year with
a Speak Out. The aim of the
Speak Out is the respecting of
differences between students
and building a better campus
community. The issues to be
discussed are designed to
break down barriers and
stereotypes.
The last of the film series,
"In
the Company of
Strangers," will be shown in
WPC 140 at 6:30 this evening.
This award-winning film
describes the friendships that
grow between a group of
women who find themselves
marooned in the countryside
when their bus breaks down.
Catherine Roche, a student at
UOP and one of the actresses
in the film, will be available
for discussion after the view
ing.
Friday will see a series of
workshops on diversity
sponsored by the Office of
Substance Abuse of San
Joaquin County, and a
Community
Leadership
Workshop conducted by the
National Coalition Building
Institute. It's not too late to
get involved!
Contact
Student Advising, x.2083, or
the Chaplain's Office, x.2325,
for details.
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Program offers
APLE to students
remaining semester, and are
currently receiving a student
loan, may apply for a new
program.
$11,000 in loan assumption
benefits are available under
this program. Persons who
already hold any kind of
teaching credential are ineligi
ble.
For further information,
contact:
Department of
Curriculum and Instruction,
Gladys L. Benerd School of
Education at University of the
Pacific. School of Education.
Bldg. Room 103, or call (209)

THE PACIFICAN

Students planning to teach
in one of the following areas:
mathematics, foreign lan
guage, english, bilingual edu
cation, special education, sci
ence, or designated lowincome
school,
the
Assumption Program of
Loans for Education (APLE)
has a great opportunity for
you.
Students who have completedat least 60 semester
units of undergraduate study
by the end of Fall 1999 and
will be enrolled in at least 10
semester units (6 units for a
paraprofessional) during each tions is May 7,1999.

WIRELESS PLUS
HSS-GSOO

PREPAID CELLULAR PAGING SERVICE
• DEPOSITS
•CONTRACT
- FREE Recrystal
•ACTIVATION FEE - FREE Activation
New Pagers Starting @
PER MINUTE
CARDSTART|NG
RATE AS LOW
$39.99 w/ 2 months Service
@515

AS 35$

•LIMITED TIME. RESTRICTIONS APPLY

3SOE PRCIFIC BVE. ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF UOP

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under theArmy's Loan
Repayment program,you could
get outfrom under with a threeyear enlistment
Each yearyou serve onactive
duty reducesyour indebtedness
by one-third or$1,500, which
ever amountis greater, upto a
$65,000 limit
Hie offer applies toPerkins Loans, Stafford Loans,and cer
tain otherfederally insured loans,which are not in default
And debtrelief is justone of the many benefitsyoull earn
from the Army. Askyour Army Recruiter.

1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE.

•
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Top Ten
Top Ten Signs Your
Roommate's Star
Wars Obssession
Has Cone Too Far

mm l mmm

10) Calls his faculty
advisor "Yoda"
9) You find him rubbing
bottles of Rogaine all
over his face, while doing
his best imitation of
Chewbacca
8) When you ask him to
get you a drink, he
points at the fridge,
closes his eyes, and
makes mental straining
noises
We might be ready for winter to be over, but what happened to Spring? These guys don't seem to mind, though, as they
wnak up some of those cancerous rays on the softball field. Who could study on a glorious day like this one?

|

one Pulp Fiction wasn't enough, then 'Go'!

jlELISSA DURKIN
: Writer

itt Wolf, Taye Diggs,
Fichtner, J.E.
ran, Katie Holmes, and
toothy Olyphant
?dby: DougLiman.
R
. 1(B Minutes
tg:
Sex, drugs, and violence,
lese are the main elements of
pop culture film "Go." If
st were all to it, though, the
vie would not be entertain;• What makes "Go" interestis the narrative form, the
irky characters, and the dark
junor. The characters intertoe in outrageous debacles,
swever, the movie is a direct
station of Quentin Tarantino's
p "Pulp Fiction," and thus
ps originality.
IThe movie begins with the
[e heading "Ronna." Ronna
PUey) is introduced as a
permarket checkout girl who
s been "working" for four

teen hours already. It is turn out smoothly, and Ronna
Christmas Eve. Through a twist ends up fleeing from Todd. She
of fate, or narrative manipula returns 20 hits of aspirin to
tion, a fellow employee, Simon Todd, while selling the rest of
(Askew), offers Ronna his work the aspirin to overeager
shift so that he can go to Las teenagers at a rave.
Vegas. Despite the advice of her
The next segment focuses on
friend, Claire (Holmes), Ronna "Simon." Simon is in Las Vegas
agrees to take Simon's shift with three friends, two of which
because she needs rent money. get sick from eating too many
This scene is the narrative shrimp. The third friend,
thread throughout the film. It Marcus (Diggs), offers an inter
repeats with each new charac esting black perspective to the
ter's perspective.
film. He gets angry when a
Ronna is then confronted by white man gives him a dollar in
Zack (Mohr) and Adam (Wolf), the bathroom for handing him a
two friendly actors who are per towel, and when another white
forming an undercover drug man hands him the keys to his
operation for Officer Burke Ferrari for valet parking.
(Fichtner), in order to clear a
The final segment deals with
blemish off their police records. "Zack and Adam." A surprising
They are trying to catch Simon, fact is revealed about them and
the local drug dealer, but they discover a secret about
instead they find Ronna. They each other. They end up in a
ask her if she can get them 20 very strange situation at Officer
hits of ecstasy, exactly the num Burke's house. Zack and Adam
ber at which intent to sell are eventually recruited to
becomes trafficking. Thinking become Confederated Products
that she can go over Simon's distributors. To forget what hap
head to his dealer, Todd pened, the two go to the same
(Olyphant), and knowing that rave where Ronna is, but "hit" a
she needs rent money, Ronna dilemma.
agrees. The transaction doesn't
Despite all the sex, drugs, and

violence of the movie, no one is
killed and the ending is happy.
The action leaves you with a
sort of euphoric afterglow feel
ing. The film slides to its conclu
sion nicely, neatly, and tidy.
I basically liked "Go" because
of its similarity to "Pulp
Fiction." The messages about
our materialistic pop culture,
the morals by which we live,
and the connections of every
one's lives are stimulating. The
acting is young, intense when it
needs to be, and lighter in comic
episodes. I especially liked
Polley and Olyphant. The off
beat humor is funny at times. A
character named Manny gets
high on two hits of ecstasy and
has some hilarious encounters
with a cat and some garbage
cans. Other moments are just
disgusting, especially the sex
scenes.
I would sum up this movie
by saying although it is not orig
inal, it is good at reproducing
Tarantino's style and message. It
does have its own quirky
humor and euphoric feeling.
"Go" is teenage "Pulp Fiction."
It's a trip.

7) Most nights when he
comes home, you find
him alone, in his bed,
with his Ewok action
figures
6) He came to UOP just
to be closer to George
Lucas' hometown of
Modesto
S) You haven't seen him
for months as he's been
camping out in front of
the local theater,
awaiting the "Phantom
Menace"
4) He refers to the Greek
system as the "Dark Side"
3) Instead of posters of
scantily clad models on
the wall, he has his own
drawings of Princess Leia
in a two-piece
2) He claims he "used the
force" after receiving an
"A" on a final
1) He now refers to his
childhood as "Episode
One"
' Compiled by
Brad Franca, Emily
Davidson and Scott Svvitzer
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Whitney Houston is back in business
Waiting To Exhale, and The
Preacher's Wife, have let her

IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer
My Love Is Your Love

Artist: Whitney Houston
Labsli Arista
*: ••••
VHl's recent Divas Live '99
concert was a disappointment
compared to last year's,
which showcased a multitude
of "divas" that included
Aretha Franklin and Carole
King. Although this year's
concert was not a total failure,
bringing out teen pop stars
like Brandy and LeAnn Rimes
undermined the role of the
"real" divas like Cher and
Tina Turner. The highlight and
perhaps the success of the
show, it seemed, was Whitney
Houston. Rather than perform
old hits, she decided to per
form tracks from her new
album—it wasn't a bad deci
sion at all.
My Love Is Your Love is
Houston's first studio album
in eight years—not that she
hasn't been busy all this
while. Her three soundtrack
albums,
The
Bodyguard,

carve a niche in the film
industry, while selling alto
gether about 50 million
copies.
Recorded in just six weeks,
the album does not feel at all
rushed. In fact, My Love has
been touted as her most con
sistent
album
yet.
Collaborating with both old
and new producers, Houston
achieves a balance ensuring
that old fans stay entertained
while bringing in new fans
with her up-to-date sound.
Tracks range from "Whitney
standards" like Babyface's
"Until You Come Back" to the
"Bob Marley-esque" title track
written by ex-Fugee Wyclef
Jean.
The
first
single,
"Heartbreak Hotel" finds her
sharing the vocal aptitudes of
Faith Evans and Kelly Price to
produce a track that definitely
has to be sung if you ever get
stood up, while the second
single "It's Not Right But It's
Okay" explains that she'd
"rather be alone than unhap
py." Houston also gets in a

A&E Web Navigator
IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer
Buying music c
buying from sto
merchants!

is a snap a|
Check out thes

CDNOW |
www.cdnow.cbm

MUSIC BOULEVARD

www.musicblvd
TOWER RECORDS'"*^"

www.towerrecords.com

often cheaper than
;reat online music
1.COM

ies.com
BLOCKBUSTER MUSIC

Pops
and
Picnic
THE PACIFICAN

A mix of the old and new Whitney Houston.
hip-hop mood with Missy
"Misdemeanor" Elliot in "In
My Business." The Lauryn
Hill-produced track "I Was
Made To Love Him," unfortu
nately did not make it in time
for the album's artwork, and
thus was included as a "bonus
track." The only track that

seems awkward in the album
is "When You Believe," a nau
seating duet with her fake best
friend, Mariah Carey.
This is one of Whitney
Houston's best albums. The
world's most distinctive fiveoctave voice is back in busi
ness!

The Stockton Svrnphon
under the direction <
Maestro Peter Jaffe, prom
ly presents its 10th annu
Pops and Picnic prograj
on Friday, May 7, at 8:(
p.m. at the Stockton Civ
Auditorium. Mezzo-sops
no Juanita Newland-Uilo,
this year's guest artist, wi
bring "Latin Rhythms froi
Around the Wodd," with
variety of music froi
"Carmen" and "West Sid
Story" among the selei
tions Picnicking and
silent auction will procee
the program, with dooi
opening at 6:00 p.m. Ticke!
for the event start at $1
and may be purchased i
the Stockton Symphon
office, 1153 W. Robmhoot
Suite CM, (209) 951-0196, c
at Maxwell's Bookmar)
2103 Pacific Ave. (209) 46f
0194.

Do You Have...
Bad Credit - No Credit
Low Income - Divorce
Bankruptcy

You can qualify to receive
the most widely used credit
cards in the world today!

626Z WestLiM

PIC-A-CARI

Call
Helen at

576-4616

www.bMkbuster.com/music
AMAZON.COM

(T-z'-ZZC?'-.

www.amazon.com/music
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Do you like to work
with computers?

STOCKTON

The Pacifican is looking for
production staff for the Fall
1999 semester. To obtain <_
more information, call Justin
at 946-2115 or email him at
production@thepacifican.com

Charbroiled Steaks, Fresh Fish &
Seafood, Veal, Chicken & Pasta
Dishes, Bus Sauteed Delights
Banquets
Daily Specials • Cocktail Lounge
Up to 60
Plenty of Parking
LUNCH Mon. - Sat. from 11:00 AM DINNER
7 days a week

Now Serving in Lincoln Center
Outstanding San Francisco Italian
Continental Cuisine

Since 147b

236 Lincoln Center • 951-2980 Hi TSS

.

Bargain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sates
Available at the Box Office

:oolish

-R
Daily: (2:45.5:15)7:20,9:45
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:30)

Cookie's Fortune Daily: (1:55.4:25) 7:00 WO
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11W

-

'Daily: (T30,2:00.4:05.4:35) 7:05.
7:30,9:40. 10:10
,,.35)
Early Shows Fri-Sun: (11.°5-

The Matrix - R
Daily: (1:45.4:10,4:40) 7:10,
7:40,10:05 r Sun.i no 1:10)
Early Show F i- -(.g
Late Show Fri-Sat: 10-3
.
slever Been
Cissed - PGI 3
Daily: (2:30.5:00) 7:25.9^
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12_J Winner of 7 Academy/<ctress
including

Best Picture A

Shakespeare in Love
Daily: (2:20) 7:15 —
-nrroc nf Nature -

Q

If you haven't been to see
OP's production of Kopit
Yeston's "Phantom"
t, buy your tickets now!
ie show on Sunday night
entertaining, moving,
a different version of
hantom" from any that I
ve seen.
have seen Andrew
oyd Webber's "Phantom
The Opera" several times,
' know it well, but this
as my first experience
ith Kopit and Yeston's veron. While the basic storyne of the opera's most
ivorite phantom remains
isentially the same, the
lusic and the approach are
tcidedly different from
rebber's
version. This
Phantom" focuses more on

why Erik loves Christine
than most versions do. It
takes us back to Erik's birth
and childhood to help us
discover why he would
choose this one particular
woman to be worthy of the
risk of his own mortality.
Most versions, including
the original novel, rather
than exploring the depths of
why a man whose life is
lived in hiding would
emerge for this one woman,
open to find the Phantom's
relationship with Christine
already underway. The pro
gram used in UOP's pro
duction explains this elabo
rately in Arthur Kopit's
own words, which ultimate
ly reveals a want to "move
people emotionally, not just
thrill them and scare them."
Kopit goes on to say, "We
had to see the moment. We

had to experience 'the
spark'." Now that spark has
found its way here to
Pacific's stage under the
stage direction of guest
Professor Doyne Mraz and
the musical direction of J.
David Brock, Associate
Professor of Voice and
Music Director for Opera
productions
in
the
Conservatory.
Rebecca Sponseller shines
as Christine Daee. Her vocal
performance is outstanding
and her acting is equally up
to the task. The sweetness
and naive complexity of
Christine comes alive in
Sponseller's
rendering.
Joshua Powell takes on the
challenging role of Phantom
with gusto, his vocal talent
and training evident.
Without a doubt, howev
er, the stage presence of

both Rachel Vasquez, who
plays
Carlotta,
and
Christopher
Sponseller,
who plays Gerard Carnere,
dazzler the audience in an
unforgettable way and
almost steals the show. This
is a Carlotta you will never
forget, a hilarious and
flashy performance, well
enhanced by the hilarious
boy-toy (played by Phillip
Jay) and the flashing neon
sign designed by Scenery
and Lighting Designer Peter
Lach. Carlotta is not meant
to be ignored and Vasquez's
portrayal would never
allow the audience to disre
gard one millisecond. Her
performance is aptly com
plimented by that of David
Hicks as her husband, Alain
Cholet. Hicks manages to
show versatility and charac
ter depth even without a

title role.
Christopher Sponseller's
portrayal
of
Gerard
Carriere left the audience in
tears in the final musical
number with the Phantom,
"You Are My Own." His
voice held a magnificent
power over the audience in
this final scene as they
became enraptured by the
richness of his voice and
agony over losing his son.
(And all this from a fresh
man!) Every detail of the
climactic death scene was
played out in the most
appropriate way by even
the most minor characters.
There were a few ques
tionable moments during
the night, however. At some
points it was hard to pin
down the motivation for
humor in scenes that
See Phantom, page 19
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April 22

Calendar of Events
Thursday, April 22

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Meeting

Tuesday, April 27

Celebrate Diversity Week

8:00 pm

Campus ApistolicFellowship

Health Fair and Speak-Out

Z- Building East

Bible Study

10:00 am- 2:00 pm
McCaffrey Center
School of Education Student's
Association General Meeting

Celebrate Diversity Week
ASUOP's International Spring
Festival

12:00 noon
School of Education Building, Room
108

Celebrate Diversity Week
Diversity Workshops on Leadership
8:30 am- 4:30 pm
call Division of Student Life for more

7:00 pm
South West Dormitory Lobby
Evensong
Morris Chapel
5:30- 6:00 pm

3:00- 7:00 pm
International Dance Night- Hand
Lawn

Friday, April 23

info

Saturday, April 24

8:00 pm-1:00 am

Sunday, April 25
Folk Dance and Swing

PacJFICAN

Thursday, April 29
Peace Corps Information Meeting
5:30 - 7:00 pm

C I as s i f i ed
Travel
EUROPE $239 o/w ANYTIME

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica

in1999! Hawaii $119, Carib/Mexico

$250 round trip. Hawaii $119 one

$189 r/t. Discount fares world wide!

way. Europe $239 one way. Other

Call: 800-834-9192
www.airhitch.org (taxes additional)

worldwide destinations cheap. Book
tickets online www.airtech.com or
(800) 575-TECH.

: advertisments are just $1 per line for*
students and staff - $2 per line for all others.
Call Laura today and reach The Pacifican's 5,000+
audience. • 946-2114

McCaffrey Center Spruce
Conference Room

South Campus Gym
7:00 - 9:00 pm
call 847-4439

To submit items to the Calendar of Events
contact Lara at 946-2114 or e-mail her at
calendar @ thepacifican.com
There is no cost to have your event listed.

ASUOP Constitution Election
!

Wednesday, April 28
McCaffrey Center 12-6
Thursday, April 29
School of Pharmacy & Health
Science 8:30-2:30
Pickup a copy of the constitution at ASUOP office
or read in online at:
http.7/www,uop.edu/student/asuop

ai
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GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!

ENTERTA TN1MFMT

, acific marketplace
uAiivrArriAnAniA

HOLLY CACCIAPAGLIA
ktaff Writer
:ific Marketplace
f Rosticceria

313226 Pacific Ave,
1937-9743
: Mon-Thur
17am-9p.m., Pri 7a.m.p.m., Sat 8a.m.-iOp.m.,
Osed on Sundays
Replacing the old Pacific
Rg
Company, Pacific
rketplace is a welcomed
nge. They correctly describe
ieir cafe as having a
iiterranean flair with the
iste of home. As I walked in I
|was very impressed with the
Rosphere. It was comfortlable, yet unique.
iThe wall facing Pacific
lAvenue is filled with many
' irge vertical windows that are
Retimes open to enjoy the
breeze. With spring weather
Rally here, I think Pacific
rketplace would be the per

Phantom

Continued from page 17

seemed they would have
been better played on a
more serious note. In addiion, the magic of the scene
rom Erik's childhood was
disrupted by the comical
sounding cry of the baby.
The audience laughed dur
ing what would have been a
heart-wrenching moment,
and this was certainly not
due to the performances
given by Juliet Birth, Giulio
Cetto, and Joseph Gallina,
whose dancing and young
voices
were
beautiful.
There was also a clear loss
emotional integrity dur•ng Carlotta's death scene,
^as this meant to be
humorous?

Do you have
any inspired ideas
to revolutionize
|A&E? We welcome |
1 all your comments
and suggestions at
A&E@thepacifican.com

fect place to go after a long day.
Come in, kick back, watch the
sunset, and feel the warm
evening breeze. Although the
atmosphere alone is enough to
bring me back, if it weren't the
food would.
Pacific Marketplace has pas
tas, salads, sandwiches, rotis
serie chicken, burgers, and sev
eral daily specials. There was
so much to choose from I was
standing at the counter for
quite a while. Finally I decided
to go with their asparagus
pasta ($4.00) and a side of
mashed potatoes, just because
they looked so good. The
creamy mashed potatoes were
part of the leg of lamb roast
special they had that day. They
were better than homemade
and were seasoned with garlic
cloves. Yum!
I was very delighted with
my meal. The pasta was quite
filling, I could only eat half of
what I wasgiven. In addition to
the noodles and the asparagus,

Above and beyond these
problems, the play was a
splendid success. The play
would have been impossi
ble without the glorious
music emerging from the
orchestra pit under the
direction of J. David Brock.
It would also have been
much less the enchanted
performance that it was
without the stylistic light
ing provided by Peter Lach.
It is impossible to mention
the countless little juicy
nuances provided by both
the leading roles and the
minor characters in one
review, you simply have to
see "Phantom" for your
selves. It will be playing
this Friday and Saturday,
May 23-24 at 8 p.m. and on
Sunday, May 25 at 5 p.m.

which was very
tender, the pasta
also had sundried tomatoes,
a bit of cheese,
mushrooms,
and a lot of
spices all mixed
together in olive
oil. It was very
flavorful and a
little rich.
To start his
meal, my friend
had the cheese
cake bar from
their dessert section. The top
layer tasted like regular cheese
cake swirled with chocolate,
while the bottom half tasted
like fudge to me. Whether it
was fudge or all cheesecake, I
don't care. It was delicious!
After dessert, my friend had
a regular hamburger ($2.95)
that came on a sourdough bun
and was adorned with lettuce,
tomato, onion, a pickle and
their special sauce which tasted

AND WE DELIVER!

463-0446
307 E. Weber Ave.
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Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone

f ront

the Ranch to

lie

San Francisco's Best Hamburger
We use 100% ground fresh chuck.
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisscric Chicken
with Fresh Hcths

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

Bo 401 (k). Bo profit sharing.
Fo stock options. Yet, you won't
find better benefits anywhere.

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

PEACE CORPS

tm met mw
Tell a friend you care
with our
original cards,
religious bookmarks
and bookplates.
We also do flowers
and gift baskets.

like thousand island dressing.
He enjoyed the sourdough
bun. He said it was a nice
change, but wasn't crazy about
the thousand island and
would pass on it next time.
All
in
all,
Pacific
Marketplace offers a wide
selection, affordable prices,
tasty food and a splendid
atmosphere, not to mention a
very convenient location. By
all means, give it a try.

How far are yea willing to go to make a difference?

Information Meeting Next Week;
*

April 29 at 5:30 pm
McCaffrey Center, Spruce Conference Room

www.peacecorps.gov • 1-800-424-8580

Salads
| Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM, VISA, Diuwa- & MastaCani

The
Junior
Mint

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

I don't where it came from,
but all of a sudden it is hot
outside. Just to recap, it
seemed like it was raining,
then it was windy and chilly
and then we went to an
intense blanket of schorching
hellish heat known only by
our friends from the Middle
East where the temperature is
like ten trillion degrees in
January. Now, as I remember
it, there was supposed to be
something called, uh...gpring?
And speaking of 'what
happened/ what happened
to the glorious and much harrahed Earth Day? From what
[ hear all it was was a bunch
of hoopla and whoopdeedoo
about wheat juice and
informercials about some
environmental club. What a
crock of buffonery. Of course,
am all for people being lec
tured on the traumatic probems of how the world will
us humans and what we have
done in the last hundred
years, but there has to be
some better marketing strate
gies to get students interested
in going to this, especially for
something this exciting and
spiritually uplifiting.
One of the depressing feel
ings in the world is to see
your professor in passing
after you ditched their class
earlier that day. In retrospect,
it really is not about ditching
class and not receiving the
material that you pay $20,000
for, but rather the guilt you
feel about just "dtching"'the
class for sake of buying a
slurpee. The climactic part of
all happens when the profes
sor simply smiles and nods
rello to you. They know you
know you didn't have a valid
excuse for not coming to
class, but they make sure you
don't know that they know
this because of their "friendli
ness" towards you. Rotten,
isn't it?

Horoscopes
Pisces

Aquarius

(February 19 ip March 20) A
strong sense of prosperity and
security enables you to sup
port the il|ss1ipt^unarjtl; People
are encouraged by .your suc-

(January 20 to February
18) CongyatulaUi:M)urself on
recent successes, t )thers will
support iihd eneburage you;
no seltfei^^|ht^|fe neces-

Cancer

Gemini
(May 21 tp June ^Q) You have a
heightened Jrwaj^jeSS-of your sur
roundings. Bach hew sight and
sound is; a defjght artd you are
eager fo'sharepyijur enthusiasm
with friend ar|d ffcryfy.

Libra

(June 21 ta July 22) You may
feel slightly uncomfortable in
your own skirt and perhaps a bit
guilty about past actions. Take
steps to\put things right with
others and within yourself.

Scorpio

(September: 23 to October 22)
If you've been planning a trip,
now is a,goo«kttflrgeto solidify
your itinerary. I Schedules,
prices and other stress-causing
details will s ihagicjiHy work
themselves

(March 21
is sharec^ w
Going ipfois!
outlet youp<

iril 19) Go see
^ew CD. The
ivyri better if it
or two.
'( provide the

(July 23 ^ August 22) Focus
on your interactions with other
people. You are capable of forg
ing a major alliance or starting
a small war - use your power
wisely-

Taurus
to fo'pril

oppoSy/t?
and prbfed in f

(August 23
Keep a --tucf j
hedonistic sid
ing fattening
drinks, know;
limits. '%

Sagittarius

(November 22 to December
(October 23. to November
21) Subdue any impulses to 21) It's a gpcid'tiriie to mingle,
start a fight or-;A-frenzy. You network/retini|e, y|C. Friends
may feel temporarilylbonfused and neighbors may decide to
or ineffective but these feel- drop by and you are more
than glad to entertain them.

14 "

Capricorn
(December 22 to Jan
19) You fed-oddly apati
and somewhat lethargic,
movement fakes ,lp eff<
perhaps it's better to rei
still for the tirfie Flpig.

Soap Opera Updates
AH My
Children

Days of
Our Lives

General
Hospital

The Young an
the Restless

Erica decided to take
David's suggestion to consult
a plastic surgeon in Rio.
Adam realized David might
tell Liza the truth, and he
could wind up in jail for his
actions. Jake gave Hayley the
good news: she can have chil
dren.

Ali had the photos of a
cozy-looking Carrie and Mike
e-mailed to a mysterious per
son. Marlena was suspicious
of Hope's decision to go into
therapy with her. "Gina"
made John an offer she hoped
he wouldn't reject.

Laura told a delighted
Stefan she'll go to Paris with
him. Later, Liz heard the
sound of sirens and found the
building Lucky lived in
engulfed in flames and
learned Lucky had died in the
fire. Carly suspected A.J. start
ed the fire.

Sharon gave Cassie
news about having to sj
some time with Alice,
social worker had an ui
tling feeling after spea
with Grace. Olivia confe
to Malcolm that she aske<
the promotion at the hosp

'Professional Management
*Convenient Full-size was),
* Woodbumingfireplaets * i
* Tennis court * Spiirkling $
* Controlled-aciess gates * J

te-of-the-artfitness Center
Pfl'r hookups * faulted ceilings
||sioidge * Private patio/bah
&L * ladi %chool Hist.

SIGNATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

<w/outdoor
p:$ession
e&only

I

uAmaintenanh

Hours:

8275Mariner's Drive

STOCKTON'S PREMIERE PORTRAIT
AND WEDDING STUDIO!
2540 Pacific Avenue, Suite i, Stockton, CA 95204
(2Q9) 469-244-8

Stockton L4-/1/1
icww.apUcetorent-com/
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Tennis rec hours explained UOP Mock Olympics
lDear
h «r Editor.
Editor,

ities efor competitions.

THE PACIFICAN

Also included in the twoday event will be a prize give
away of items donated by
local businesses and sports
teams.
Registration for the Mock
Olympics is open to students,
faculty, administrators, staff
and respective partners of
Pacific. Entry forms can be
obtained at the Baun Student
Fitness Center.
Individuals can register for
$3 per event, $10 for four
events or $15 for all seven indi
vidual events. Team registra
tion (up to 12 participants) is
$30 and includes participation
into all five team events. Prizes
will be awarded for foe winner
of each individual event, and
also to foe overall team win
ner. The deadline for registra
tion for the 1999 Mock
Olympics is April 28.
All team captains are
required to attend the manda
tory captains meeting on
Thursday, April 29 at 7 p.m. in
the Main Gym, Room 131.
For more information about
the 1999 Mock Olympics,
please contact the Baun Fitness
Center at 946-2811, or Dr.
Koehler at 946-2531.

skateboards, rollerblades and
bicycle use on the courts
which had been a recurring
problem.
The goal is to create a pleas
ing environment for tennis
that encourages use and com
plements foe existing beauty
of our campus. It is the intentto increase open recreation
hours once supervisory and
budgetary issues are resolved.
The continued cooperation
and input by the students, fac
ulty and staff is greatly appre
ciated towards this effort.
For reservations and infor
mation call the Baun Fitness
Center at 946-2811.

The University of foe Pacific
no longer has to wait for foe
Stockton community mfmber
Summer Games in Sydney,
Phase I of the tennis court pro-'
Australia. On Friday, April 30
ject was completed in Fall
and Saturday, May 1, students
1998. The effort was made to
in foe UOP Sport Management
create courts of quality, consisprogram, under the direction
tent with our mission to proof Dr. Linda Koehler, will host
vide a superior, stodent<enthe 1999 Mock Olympic
tered environment in campus
Games to benefit foe Ted Baun
facility improvements,
Student Fitness Center and foe
The fund development
American Heart Association.
campaign for Phase 11 of this
The intent of the Mock
project will begin in foe next
Olympics is to raise funds for
few months. Phase II consists
the Baun Student Fitness
Center, foe on-campus fitness
of a modest clubhouse with
facility at Pacific, as well as
space, bathrooms,
raise monies for foe American
rooms, office and
Heart Association.
n
fountains to support
eneral deterioration. Prior to ,tennis programming.
The Mock Olympics kick off
Cindy Spiro
he recent improvements, foe
on foe evening of Friday, April
Supervision is required at
Associate Director of
jacks and holes on the courts this time to ensure proper ten
30, at 6 p.m. at the Baun
Athletics for Operations
pqnired foe intercollegiate nis footwear (no black-soled
Fitness Center. Friday's events
University Facilities
earns '
include
ping-pong, racquetshoes). It will also prevent
Committee
ball (singles), billiards, weight
ble (against Oregon)," said half and we'd have foe match," lifting and free throw and
senior Dina Dajani, "it's just foe said UOP coach Maria three-point competitions. On
Continued from page 24
little things that can flip foe Mendez.
Saturday, May 1, events begin
•the win over USF seemed a bit match."
"It's our biggest weakness," at noon and include sand vol
I concerned with his team before
Tied 3-3 after the singles said Bertel. The freshman from leyball (doubles), innertube
I tourney time.
matches with Susanne Bertel, Hassfurt, Germany said that water polo, kickball, whiffle"It takes a team effort and Christiane Barfoel and Diana the Tigers' doubles play will be
ball, a soccer shootout and a
right now some of the guys are D'Audney winning for the very important at foe Big West
chipping contest.
not playing well," Baumann Tigers (13-8 overall record), the Tournament.
Teammates
said. "I think we have a good doubles teams faltered.
agreed completely.
chance going into (the Big West
Oregon took two of three
"We're going to peak at Big
Tournament). One match at a doubles matches as Janice West and get everything
time. It's anybody's tourna Nyland
and
Alina together," Dajani said.
ment."
Wygonowska got past Barfoel
Both of Pacific's teams will
Pacific's No. 72-ranked and D'Audney 8-5 at the No. 1 need to peak if they plan on
women whooped St. Mary's 9- spot. Mistakes troubled the bringing home any sort of title
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
0 on the road Saturday and Tigers and cost Barfoel and and possibly making the
in default, the Army might pay it off.
then fell to No. 42 Oregon 5-4 D'Audney after an early 3-0 NCAAs.
Sunday at home.
lead in doubles.
If you qualify, well reduce your debt-up
"It's not like we played terri
"We cut those mistakes in
to $65,000. Payment is either1h of the

:o

Th. Ha. Nelson Temis
Courts Use Survey, adminisfcred recently by the Barm
Fitness Center, will assist m
pjedulmg supervised recregtion horns for the remaining
r^mester. Court use is tree to
Baun Center members, with a
noh .inal fee for non-members
f> help defray the cost of
supervision. This will be
ass^ed to expand recreational hours in the future.
I Why the need for supervipon? In the past when the
! courts were left unattended,
his
invited

Tennis

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

Waterpolo
Continued from page 23
ompkins in fifth with nine
in the net.
"The two starters have
eveloped really well over
lie course of the season,"
said Gorman. "They are a
feal integral part of why we
have been competitive this
year."
The size of the new fresh
man class is a good matura
tion indicator for the team
which is notorious for havlr>g a its season delayed
until March while waiting
for players to finish their

season as swimmers. Pacific
is expecting great things for
next season when they will
have added depth from the
sophomores and a hopefully
a new pack of rookies.
"We are going to have a
lot of Freshman next year so
we will still be a young
team,
"said
Valois.
"Hopefully this year's fresh
men will bring us the depth
to do better in MPSF next
season."
Pacific can make it to the
National
Championship
Tournament this season
with a win over Cal or San
Jose State on April 23-25.

The top four teams at
Regionals will qualify for
the National Tournament
"We are pleased with
where we are now," said
Gorman. "It all comes down
MWKKtMU

DOMMAKAWILl

I

debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You'll also have training in achoice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

Call: (209) 951-3541
MINI STORAGE

(209) 466-7997
5x6 = $15.00/5x10 = $23.00
Must have Ad & ID

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmycom
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Softball_

Continued from page 24

could do nothing, leaving run
ner stranded at third.
The Tigers got things going
in the bottom of the fifth as
freshman Tiffany Heilbut sin
gled to left and then advanced
to second on a sacrifice bunt by
junior
Erin
Halonen.
Sophomore
Adrienne
Ratajczak doubled to score
Heilbut and give the Tigers a 10 lead.
In the bottom of the sixth,
Pacific started a two-out rally
to secure insurance runs and
the win.Junior Kelly Lowry hit
her second double of the game
to score Alves and make it 2-0.
Santa Clara's at-bat started
with a runner at second. The
next batter flied out to center
and then senior Brandee
McArthur shut the door strik
ing out the final two Broncs.
McArthur improved her
record to 16-8 on the season,
giving upno runs, two hits and
recording nine strikeouts.
Pacific's leading hitters were
Halonen (2-for-2 with a sacri
fice bunt), Alves (2-for-3 with a
stolen base and a run) and
Lowry (2-for-3 with two dou
bles and an RBI).
"We have been winning

with consistent defense," said
Ratajczak, "but today we also
were hitting the ball good."
In the second game, Pacific
started off a little shaky with an
early error and then allowed
two singles in the top of the
first.
The Tigers got a boost from
McArthur who led off the bot
tom of the second with a home
run to put them up 1-0. The
next inning Ratajczak homered
to left center with Heilbut on to
make it 3-0.
The fourth and fifth innings
were scoreless for both teams
as the Broncos still looked for
their first run of the day. The
Tigers put the game away in
the bottom of the sixth as their
bats caught on fire burning five
runs off of seven hits to win 80. Junior Liz Niadna improved
her record to 6-3 with the
shutout victory.
"Everyone stepped up and
did their roles today. We just
need to keep hitting the ball
and execute when we have
runners in scoring position,"
assistant coach Heather Tarr
said.
Pacific takes on Sacramento
State at home this Saturday
and Sunday on Bill Simoni
Field.

Big West Softball
Pacific
Cal State Fullerton
Long Beach St.
Cal State Northridge
Cal Poly
Sacramento State

Conference
W
L
8
4
8
4
6
5
8
7
8
7
6
6

New Mexico State
6
UC Santa Barbara
5
Utah State
\
i
™
—-—i i

Correction

Last week pitcher
Darin Moore wa
mistakenly identified
as Joe LeBel in the
baseball photo. It is
the policy of The
Pacifican to correct
any errors.

6
9
8

Baseball

Hornets get stung at home

JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer
If you have to go on a road
trip, just bumping up the free
way to Sacramento isn't a bad
way to go. For a weekend
series with the Sacramento
State Hornets the Tigers did
just that.
The Tigers went into
Friday's series opener, owning
a four-game skid, and looking
to turn things around. The
game started off with a pitch
ers' duel, that caused Pacific
to hang onto a 1-0 lead after
six innings. The Tigers
worked three runs home in
the seventh, and one more in
the eighth to take the contest
5-1. Junior Darin Moore ran
his record to 6-3, allowing just
one run on five hits over eight
innings of work.
Saturday's matinee turned
out to be an even better game,
with the score knotted at 3

28
28

15
17

21
22
19

16
20
22

21
14
19

18
30
21

10

25

going into the bottom of the
ninth. The Hornets jumped
out to a 3-0 lead in the second
inning
when
shortstop
Brandon Marshall went yard
with a man on. Not to be out
done, Pacific slugger Bryce
Terveen ripped his team-high
seventh home run of the sea
son to cut the lead to 3-2.
The Tigers managed to tie
the score at 3, and with two
outs in the bottom of the
ninth, looked set for extra
innings until second baseman
Jesse Krebs belted his first
homerun of the season to give
the Hornets a 4-3 victory. In
giving up the game-winning
long-ball, junior Mark Short
suffered his first loss of the
season, dropping his record to
5-1.
After losing the previous
game by the homerun, the
Tigers went out Sunday ready
to return the favor. However,
it was the Hornets who struck

© ® (D ®
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ITKAM LEGENDS I
SCREENPRINTING
I
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
I RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

first m the Home Run Derb
taking an early 3-0 lead whe
Omar Prieto hit one out in tl
first inning. The Tigers tied
right up in the second whe
center fielder Nick Guichai
hammered a three-run home
and took the lead two innint
later when Guichard hit h
second home run of the day.
The Tigers scoring attac
was capped off by catche
Terveen's eighth home run t
the season and second of th
series. Mark Short came in t
pitch for the Tigers in the thir
inning and punched out si
Hornets, allowing only thre
runs for the Pacific win. Shoi
improved his record to 6-:
while the Tigers improve
their record to 25-16 (10-8 Bi
West).
Pacific will spend the ne>
two weeks at Billy Herbei
Field, starting with a three
game series against Nev
Mexico State.

University of the Pacific
SUMMER SESSIONS

—>
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THE PACIFIC

from one giant step forward in your coSiege career.,,

Over 200 academic courses offered

f
AFFORDABLE

'*"1
tSSb

T

Reduced tuition

•r A C C E S S I B L E

Convenient registration

L,
No admissions application needed
AVAILABLE

Summer I
May 17-June 18
School of Education: May 17-June 11

Summer N
June 21-July 23
School of Education: June14-Ju!y 16

Summer M

July 26-August 20
School of Education: July19-August 20

"Fast Track" to a Teaching Credential

t

Complete a course in 4-5 weeks

San Francisco 49ers
*<£> Summer Training Camp
j (July 26-August 17)
Sportscasting Camp
cr rue

For registration information and course catalog call

University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211
http://www.uop.edu

(209) 946-2424
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Women's Water Polo

Freshmen forces aid success

EMILY DAVIDSON
I Staff Writer

It is always good to win.
Even if the win concludes a
rough 7-20 overall regular
season, an even rougher 0-9
MPSF conference season and
an eight game losing streak.
Especially
when
the
Regional Tournament is in
your own pool (all this
weekend at Chris Kjeldsen
Pool, check the web for
I game times).
Pacific salvaged their
post-season hopes after a
tough 6-8 loss to UC Davis
on Saturday with an easy 135 win over Cal State

Corner.

Continued from page 24

impressed the hell out of this
sports editor. Very clutch.
Rataczak was 3-for-6 with
three RBI, two runs, one dinger
and a double. I didn't even ask
Brandee McArthur to hit a
tater but she did anyway.
Phase II: Shady
The Hal Nelson Tennis
Courts are a great place to see
some quality tennis but when
the building of Phase II for the
center is finished I hope it will
include one crucial ingredient:
Shade. There is nowhere to run
or hide from the sun out there.
I've never driven a tractor or
planted a crop in my life but
after last weekend's men's and
women's tennis matches, I am
in the running for the best
farmer's tan on campus.
Football forum
If any of you missed
Tuesday or Wednesday's open
forums regarding the return of
football to UOP, then make
sure you attend Monday May
3. It will be at the School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences

Hayward on Sunday. Coach
Vicki Gorman used the
Hayward game to give pool
time to the eight rookies in
the gargantuan freshman
class which account for more
than half of the Pacific ros
ter.
'It was a great opportuni
ty for the less experienced
players to get to practice,"
said Gorman. "They made
some mistakes but they
learn from their mistakes."
Eleven out of Pacific's 13
goals for the Sunday match
were scored by freshmen
players Jenna Tompkins,
Hillary Graves, Amy Valois,
Heather Torvend, Tracy

Freshman Jenna Tompkins makes a splash against Hayward.
the two starting freshmen
on the Pacific roster and
together they have made a
mighty contribution to the

team. Valois is fourth in
individual scoring with 14
points and followed by
See Waterpolo, page 21

Rotunda from 5-7 p.m. This is New Mexico State at Billy water on their heads.
Marker is a good indicator
your chance to voice your opin Hebert this weekend.
Cool and Uncool
you're being sheistered.
ion! If you can't attend, submit
Good times
Cool: Todd donning a chef's
Get your gear
your written comments to: Ken
Seniors
Kengo
Usui hat with Tiger logo at Sunday's
Now you can trash that
Beauchamp, Chair Football (Japanese for lightning quick) tennis barbeque/match.
Stanford or Cal gear for good!
Review Committee, Dept. Of and Rishi Patel were washed
Uncool: The heat that nearly The bookstore will be offering
Psychology, UOP, Stockton out after their tennis match melted my tape recorder.
t-shirts and hats with the new
95211. Make some noise and with USF last Sunday. Coach
Cool: Retirement of Brad Tiger logo for dirt cheap start
we'll get some football back in Guido Baumann asked them to Schumacher's water polo cap. ing next week. Get yours fast
effect. And it won't be line up for a picture and team
Uncool: UOP water polo because I'll be stocking up!
Australian Rules either.
mate
Brian
"Human players trying to pass off their Support your school by wear
Water polo action
Megaphone"
Sherwood Speedos as autographed ing the gear that shows your
Don't miss this weekend's dumped a Powerade shower of Schumacher souvenirs. Magic Tiger pride.
NorCal Regional Qualifying
Women's
Water
Polo
Tournament this weekend at
Chris Kjeldsen Pool. UOP can
qualify for Nationals with a
win over either Cal or San Jose
State. The top four teams horn
M a n a g e m e n t Trainees this
weekend's
tourney
advance.
Bay Area, S a c r a m e n t o , Stockton a n d M o d e s t o
Guichard got game
This is an entry level position assisting in all operational functions
Sophomore transfer Nick
such as processing customer transactions, developing a client
Guichard brought a bat to Sac
base and conducting all other daily operational activities. Our
last weekend. He went 6-for-12
program provides trainees with the tools and skills to rapidly
hitting two home runs, two
advance to the next level. Candidates should possess a high
doubles, six RBI and scored
energy level, some customer service experience, a willingness
four runs. He has quietly
to
learn the business from the ground up, and maintain a flexible
become UOFs best hitter in
attitude
toward working and training. We require a 4 year
Big West games hitting .368.
degree
or
relevant experience, a clean DMV record, a valid
Catch him and the Tigers battle
California driver's license, and strong communication skills.

WE'VE BEEN NAMED ONE OF THE
TOP 10 COMPANIES TO WORK FOR

This Week in Sports
Ed-day April 23
Baseball vs. New Mexico State, 7
P-m. (Billy Hebert Field)
Saturday April 24
NorCal Women's Water Polo
Regional Qualifications, All Day
(Chris Kjeldsen Pool)
Softball vs. Sacramento State,
Noon (doubleheader at Bill
Simoni Field)

Schneider and Stacy Christy.
Junior Ericka Richards was
the only player with seniori
ty to score against the
Pioneers.
Also in the water was
freshman goalkeeper Dawn
Cooper who posted five
saves in replacement of
Kenna Sasser.
"Our freshman class is
really
funny,"
said
Tompkins. "We have a lot of
mixed characters. We have a
lot of diverse skills. We have
a lot of fun together. I think
we will bring a good strong
base to the team in the
future."
Tompkins and Valois are

Baseball vs. New Mexico State, 1
p.m. (Billy Hebert Field)
Sunday April 25
NorCal Women's Water Polo
Regional Qualifications, All Day
(Chris Kjeldsen Pool)
Baseball vs. New Mexico State, 11
a.m. (Billy Hebert Field)
Softball vs. Sacramento State,
Noon (Bill Simoni Field)

In exchange, we offer:
• Entry level pay plus an incentive plan.
• Promotional opportunities.
• Expansive benefit package. J'
d
• 401 k and pension plan after 1 year of service.

Please send your resume to
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Home run blasts destroy Broncos
I'

STEVE CABRAL •
Staff Writer
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C'S CORNE

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Erin Halonen swings through.
had a runner on second and no
outs. Fortunately for the Tigers,
the next batter tried to bunt and
was called out on interference
as the throw to first hit her
elbow. The runner on second
was not allowed to advance
and then the next two batters

Shot-calling
After getting heckled by
UOP softball team, I had 1
enough. Last week I asl
sophomore shortstop Adria
Rataczak to hit me a home i
in the weekend matchup w
Santa Clara. She not o
promised, but guaranteec
homer for me and when it ca
time to put up or shut up, i
blasted a shot over the left fi
wall. Rataczak delivered a

See, Corner, page

See Softball, page 22

2000: Sydney Bound
Alumnus hopes for Olympic gob

At UOP,

water polo cap and swim
ming t-shirt retired.

